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A message from the FECCA Chairperson
Joseph Caputo OAM JP

Welcome to a special Conference edition of 
Australian Mosaic magazine. This edition focuses 
on FECCA and Settlement Services International’s 
(SSI)  National Multicultural Women’s Conference—
Influencing Change: Vision and Impact. The 
conference took place in Parramatta, Sydney from 
the 3–4 November 2016 and was organised jointly 
by FECCA and SSI. The conference received 
support from the Ethnic Communities’ Council of 
NSW, Multicultural NSW and the Commonwealth 
Department of Social Services.

With 85 speakers and facilitators, the conference 
was a huge success in gathering decision makers, 
academics and practitioners for discussions and 
debates in all areas influencing multicultural women 
in Australia. The aim of the conference was to come 

up with a holistic perspective towards shaping a 
shared vision and driving change. 

I was very pleased to attend this innovative, exciting 
and productive conference where women and 
men came together to celebrate and recognise 
the outstanding contributions women from diverse 
backgrounds have made to our society but also to 
discuss challenges and barriers women face in their 
everyday lives and work. 

Throughout the two days I listened, learnt and 
discussed. After participating in many of the 
sessions and plenary discussions I identified three 
key areas where FECCA needs to focus our work in 
future years.

The first area I identified relates to the need for 
increased cooperation and collaboration between 
culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) 
women and Indigenous women. At FECCA we 
strongly believe that multiculturalism starts with 
recognising the rights and place in society held 
by Australia’s First People and the rich cultural 
heritage that their communities have long nurtured. 
Many of the presentations at the conference 
recognised the importance of further cooperation 
and collaboration with CALD women and 
Indigenous women to progress agendas including 
recognition, reconciliation and social cohesion. 
As the national peak organisation representing 
culturally and linguistically diverse Australians, 
FECCA understands the importance of Indigenous 
Australians being supported to organise and 
advocate on behalf of their communities. 
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The second theme I identified during the two days 
was the need to examine the challenges that CALD 
women face in employment. Employment was a 
key issue discussed at the conference and FECCA 
acknowledges that employment is an important part 
of the settlement process, providing migrant and 
refugee women with access to economic security 
and interaction with the broader community. A 
particular concern throughout the conference 
was the casualisation of the workforce. Women 
are more likely to be low paid employees, earning 
below, at or just above the minimum wage. Women 
from CALD backgrounds are overrepresented in 
insecure employment fields and are more likely 
to be employed on a casual basis. We heard 
at the conference that the negative impacts of 
insecure employment on CALD women not only 
affect individuals but also Australia’s productivity, 
welfare system and social cohesion. Other issues 
mentioned by the delegates at the conference 
were difficulties in returning to work after having 
children and difficulties in obtaining recognition 
of skills and qualifications earned overseas—both 
major obstacles to getting CALD women into the 
Australian workforce. 

Finally, the third theme I identified, based on the 
presentations and discussions, was the need 
to improve service delivery to CALD women by 
looking at new ways of sharing knowledge and 
best practice. This was highlighted by many of 
the delegates, particularly in the areas of health, 
social inclusion, aged care and disability services. 
I listened to delegates identifying the need for 
further platforms to share best practice. Pilots 
and programs are often run in isolation and there 
is little opportunity to find out about them when 
service providers and community organisations are 
designing or reforming a program. Linked to this 
theme was the importance of specialist services for 
migrant and refugee women. 

These three themes demonstrate the importance 
of cooperation and collaboration between all 
actors working in different areas but with the 
same goal in mind—maximising opportunities 
and making everyday life easier for all families in 
Australia—no matter one’s ethnic background. 
These themes also align with the goals of FECCA’s 
Women’s Advisory Committee that works to address 
intersectional challenges experienced by women 
from CALD backgrounds, to develop a holistic 
approach to improve outcomes for women from 
CALD background, and to broaden awareness of 
key issues and develop collaborative solutions to 
address them. 

In conclusion, I would like to thank the conference 
organising team, including co-host, Violet 
Roumeliotis from SSI. Many thanks to the FECCA 
office for pulling it all together and to Hina Durrani, 
FECCA’s Women’s Chair. I would also like to  
thank the Ethnic Communities’ Council of NSW 
for their support, the NSW Government through 
Multicultural NSW for funding, the Commonwealth 
Department of Social Services (DSS) for their 
continued support, our media partner SBS and 
all our sponsors. Finally, I extend a big thank you 
to all the delegates and speakers who made this 
important conference possible. 
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Last November, SSI and FECCA made a bold 
decision to organise a national women’s conference, 
taking a leadership role that has paid off in spades.

The National Multicultural Women’s Conference 
allowed us to reach an important milestone by 
refocusing on the challenges and opportunities 
facing multicultural women in Australia. 

The conference provided a critical opportunity 
to inform the national agenda and celebrate 
the outstanding contributions that women from 
diverse backgrounds make to our society. With 
the very fitting title of “Influencing Change: Vision 
and Impact”, the two-day conference provided 
a platform for delegates to share their expertise, 
develop new ideas and perspectives, and prompt a 
shift in the national dialogue.

It brought together almost 400 leaders, practitioners 
and community members who discussed a wide 
range of issues affecting women from multicultural 
backgrounds, such as health, identity, education, 
employment and culture, with the aim of discussing 
holistic strategies to support multicultural women 
and make their voices heard at the national level.

The conference presented a robust line up of 
stimulating speakers from different areas, including 
Senator the Hon Zed Seselja, Assistant Minister for 
Social Services and Multicultural Affairs and the Hon 
Tanya Plibersek MP, Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
and Shadow Minister for Women. Renata Kaldor AO, 
Navy Officer Captain Mona Shindy, Aboriginal author 
and activist Dr Jackie Huggins AM, FAHA, Aboriginal 
athlete and former politician Nova Peris OAM, Sex 
Discrimination Commissioner Kate Jenkins, Greens 
NSW MP Dr Mehreen Faruqi, and NSW Treasurer 
the Hon Gladys Berejiklian MP all gave insightful, 
informative and at times challenging addresses.

This first edition of the conference was extremely 
well received, proving itself to be a well overdue 
discussion towards reframing the narrative around 
CALD women and highlighting the need for an 
association that can effectively represent this target, 
which we currently lack in Australia. 

Address from THE CEO OF 
Settlement Services International 
Violet Roumeliotis  

Violet Roumeliotis is the 
CEO of Settlement Services 
International. She also sits 
on the NSW Government’s 
Justice Multicultural Advisory 
Committee and Co-Chairs 
the NSW Joint Partnership 
Working Group coordinating 

the NSW component of the additional intake of 
12,000 refugees from Syria and Iraq.
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One of the key messages delivered at the conference 
was that multicultural women contribute unique 
skills and talents to Australian society, but more 
collaboration between sectors is vital to minimise 
barriers and empower them to thrive and prosper 
in Australia.

Multicultural women are such an important part of 
the fabric of our communities. They are inspiring 
leaders, teachers, mentors, mothers and more, 
and yet they face incredible barriers in Australian 
society in the areas of education, employment, 
culture, health and more.

The pressures facing multicultural women are 
overwhelming, and the additional challenges 
need to be recognised so they can be addressed. 
Multicultural women are incredibly resilient and 
resourceful, but they need to be supported across 
sectors to achieve their potential in Australia.

Delegates were also able to walk away from the 
conference with new ideas, networks, and solutions 
for the future.

The keynote speaker Renata Kaldor AO delivered a 
touching address reflecting on her own experiences 
as a refugee, and her efforts to advocate for change 
in Australia. She reflected on how immigration had 
enriched us in ways well beyond the bottom line, 
with evidence that shows that refugees are some of 
Australia’s most productive and successful people.

One of the highlights of the conference for me was 
the panel of speakers who discussed the challenges 
and opportunities facing Indigenous communities 
in Australia in a moving and thought-provoking 
plenary session.

Speakers including National Congress of Australia’s 
First Peoples Dr Jackie Huggins AM, FAHA, and 
former Senator and first Indigenous woman elected 
to Federal parliament Nova Peris OAM made a 
special mention of the similarities facing Indigenous 
and multicultural communities in Australia, and the 
need to stay united in advocating for change.

“Indigenous women aren’t part of the problem;  
we’re part of the solution,” said Aboriginal Family 
Violence Prevention & Legal Service Victoria 
Antoinette Braybrook. 

And I think the discussion on whether there is a 
glass ceiling for multicultural women in Australia 
was settled once and for all during the lively debate 
facilitated by The Feed presenter Jeanette Francis, 
with passionate speakers including City of Sydney 
CEO Monica Barone, comedian and writer Jennifer 
Wong, editor and writer Dr Mehal Krayem, spoken 
word poet Manal Younus, African community 
advocate Juliana Nkrumah AM and Muslim 
community leader and advocate Maha Abdo OAM.

We were pleased to present three scholarships 
for outstanding young refugee women to attend 
the conference. The recipients were Aimerance 
Ndayisaba, Beatrice Nyandamira and Kagi Kowa. 
These young people are now involved in further 
leadership development opportunities with SSI and 
our Youth Collective initiative.

The National Multicultural Women’s Conference 
was supported by major sponsors including AMES 
Australia, Multicultural NSW and the City of Sydney.

I would like to thank the conference organising 
committee from SSI and FECCA for their incredible 
hard work and dedication in staging a magnificent 
and important event. I would also like to acknowledge 
the support of almost 400 conference delegates who 
took the opportunity to come together to listen and 
share their ideas on the challenges and opportunities 
facing multicultural women in Australia today. 
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A message from the FECCA Director 
Dr Emma Campbell 

The 2016 National Multicultural Women’s Conference 
was a wonderful event with over 85 inspiring 
women and men presenting and facilitating vibrant 
discussions, and over 400 delegates debating and 
sharing knowledge and experiences. It is fair to say 
that the conference was a success! The theme, 
Influencing Change: Vision and Impact, reflected 
both future actions needed to inform the national 
agenda as well as a recognition and celebration 
of the contributions that CALD women in Australia 
have made so far. We had practitioners, decision 
makers, community members and thought leaders, 
all participating in what was a lively and productive 
national dialogue.

We were welcomed to the land of the Burramattagal 
clan, of the Da-Rug People and respectfully 
acknowledged the traditional owners and custodians 
of the land, recognising the dispossessions of 
the past and the enduring struggle for justice  
and reconciliation. 

The conference was a busy two-day event with 
four thematic sessions, lunch sessions, separate 
workshops and plenary sessions for all to come 
together to discuss and learn. We heard welcome 
addresses from the conference co-convenors, Hina 
Durrani from FECCA and Violet Roumelitis from SSI. 
Both reflected on the great opportunity presented 
by the conference for women of all backgrounds 
to come together and discuss achievements and 
challenges. 

We heard insightful messages from the Assistant 
Minister for Social Services and Multicultural Affairs 
Senator the Hon Zed Seselja and Deputy Leader 
of the Opposition and Shadow Minister for Women, 
the Hon Tanya Plibersek MP. Minister Seselja noted 
the important role of this conference in recognising 
and reflecting on women’s contributions in today’s 
multicultural Australia and shared stories of his 
own migrant mother’s experiences of settling in 
Australia. He also emphasised the policies of his 
own government aimed at promoting practical 
strategies to empower multicultural women. 
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Tanya Plibersek addressed the need to make 
resources available for the services required 
to make an impact. The Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition  emphasised that to achieve a vision 
of equality, significant financial commitments must  
be made. 

We were delighted to have Renata Kaldor AO from 
the Kaldor Centre for International Refugee Law 
to be the keynote speaker. She gave a moving 
and passionate personal account of growing up in 
Australia as an immigrant. Reflecting on incredible 
stories of women coming to Australia as immigrants 
and the challenges they faced, Ranata Kaldor talked 
about her frustrations with Australia’s treatment 
of asylum seekers and her decision to start the 
Andrew and Renata Kaldor Centre for International 
Refugee Law together with her husband. Through 
research and participating in public debates, the 
Kaldor Centre highlights the need to look for facts 
and solutions as opposed to spin and panic. 

This edition of Australian Mosaic will provide you 
with an insight into a selected number of topics 
discussed during the conference. 

During the session on economic security, 
employment, education and enterprise Pino 
Migliorino and Cecilia Anthony from DiverseWerks 
looked at the employment vulnerability of women 
international students. Noting the discrimination in 
the workforce for international students and a lack of 
adequate power to respond industrially or politically, 
Migliorini and Anthony offered six strategies to 
address the vulnerabilities and exploitation of 
international students. 

At a moderated debate on women and the glass 
ceiling in Australia, Juliana Nkrumah from African 
Women Australia defended her affirmative team by 
referring to stereotypes and biased systems that 
women meet in the Australian society, in particular 
multicultural women. Nkrumah expressed the need 
for a transformational change rather than a quick fix 
for multicultural women in Australia. 

One of the main themes that stood out during 
the conference was discussions of cooperation 
and collaboration between CALD women and 
Indigenous women. In a fascinating session 
on intercultural and intersectional dialogue on 
recognition, reconciliation and collaboration, we 
were given a personal account of her own meeting 
with Indigenous Australia by Zione Walker-Nthenda 
from the Incubate Foundation. She explored the 
common experiences of colonialism for both 
herself as a woman from the Niger Delta and 
the Aboriginal communities she encountered in 
Australia. Reflecting on the different interpretations 
of the word ‘sorry’, Walker-Nthenda offered her own 
understanding of reconciliation and her commitment 
to recognition, reconciliation and responsibility. 
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In a session on future leaders, Jackie Leewai from 
SBS talked about the importance of diversity in the 
media and introduced various leadership programs 
for people wanting a career in media, on or  
off screen.

During the Q&A session on gender, equality and 
culture, Dr Sev Ozdowski, from the Australian 
Multicultural Council, presented a detailed report 
of women and their role in migration, economic 
growth and skills renewal. Reflecting on issues 
such as structural barriers to the labour market and 
recognition of overseas skills and qualifications, 
Ozdowski noted the importance of considering how 
policy might impact migrant women. An inclusive 
society will only happen through empowering 
refugee and migrant women. 

FECCA is proud to have been part of this 
enlightening and important conference placing 
the focus on the many women of different cultural, 
linguistic and ethnic backgrounds living in Australia. 
We celebrated their achievements and contributions 
and discussed how we can meet the challenges they 
face by being empowered and independent. This 
conference saw its success expressed through the 
dialogues at the presentations and plenary sessions 
as well as during social gatherings. Friendships 
have been made and networks built. I am very 
grateful to the Conference Committee making this 
a successful event and to SSI for co-hosting the 
conference with us. I am grateful for the support 
from generous sponsors and partners: the Ethnic 
Communities’ Council of NSW, Multicultural NSW, 
Settlement Council of Australia, Australian Human 
Rights Commission, City of Sydney, AMES Australia, 
the National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcasters’ 
Council (NEMBC), One Netball, Anti-Discrimination 
Board of NSW, Netball Australia, Hume Community 
Housing Association, Access Community Services 
LTD, SydWest Multicultural Services, Advance 
Diversity Services, Australian Migrant Resource 
Centre, University of Technology Sydney, Core 
Community Services, Community Migrant Resource 
Centre (CMRC), Auburn Diversity Services 
Inc. (ADS), City of Parramatta, and the Giants.  
I am particularly grateful to the Commonwealth 
Department of Social Services.

To all delegates, participants and presenters, thank 
you for sharing your ideas, listening and debating. 
This conference would not have been possible 
without the contributions from all of you and we  
look forward to the next National Multicultural 
Women’s Conference. 

From left: Renata Kaldor AO,  
Hina Durrani, Senator the Hon Zed  
Seselja, Violet Roumelitios, Dr Emma  
Campbell and Joseph Caputo OAM JP
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Address from the  
FECCA Women’s Chair  
Hina Durrani 

Hina Durrani is the FECCA 
Women’s Chair. She has a 
background in working with the 
UNHCR where she developed 
a passion for women’s rights. 
Her priority is improving the 
educational opportunities for 
women and children. 

The 2016 National Multicultural Women’s 
Conference was a timely, much needed and 
important conference that pulled together a 
wonderful line-up of speakers who are experts in 
their field: practitioners, community members and 
leaders with a real commitment to migrant and 
refugee women. The importance of having a forum 
like this cannot be underestimated. The conference 
gave us an opportunity to discuss issues that impact 
on and matter to women from diverse backgrounds 
in Australia. 

FECCA has, for a long time, acknowledged the 
importance of recognising and including women in 
the national debate. FECCA is a member of two of 
the National Women’s Alliances funded by the Office 
for Women—Equality Rights Alliance and Economic 
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Security for Women (eS4W). FECCA brings the 
voices and perspectives of CALD women to the work 
of these two alliances, raising issues such as sexual 
and reproductive health, housing, employment 
and the gender pay gap. A key area of concern 
for FECCA, has for a long time, been domestic and 
family violence. Our work in this area has included 
advocating for specialist family violence services 
with cultural competency, providing feedback on 
the accessibility of Federal government services for 
CALD women, highlighting the specific concern of 
our constituency in relation to domestic violence, 
and working with other organisations such as White 
Ribbon Australia and Our Watch. 

FECCA has a dedicated Women’s Advisory 
Committee and I am very proud to be the Women’s 
Chair on the FECCA Executive Committee. A part of 
the Committee’s work has been to publish a report 
seeking progressive change in CALD women’s 
participation and representation through a number 
of different forums and activities. The name of the 
report is ‘Promoting CALD Women’s Participation on 
Boards and Decision-Making Positions: Advancing 
the Gender Equality for CALD Women’ and can be 
found on FECCA’s website. 

During the incredible two-day conference we 
heard about empowering women of different 
backgrounds, cultures and beliefs. We have been 
part of a national movement of everyday women, all 
with the same goal—striving and fully determined 
to take a stand for justice, influence change, 
vision and impact. It was a privilege to hear about 
the incredible work that is being done across the 
country by the presenters and participants at the 
conference. I was amazed and honoured to be 
part of a conference where I saw a determination in 
sharing knowledge, informing the national agenda 
and in recognising and celebrating the outstanding 
contribution that women from diverse backgrounds 
make to our society. 
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Address from the Assistant 
Minister for Social Services 
and Multicultural AffairS 
Senator the Hon Zed Seselja 

Good morning, and thank you for having me. I would 
like to acknowledge the conference convenors: Ms 
Hina Durrani, Women’s Chair of FECCA, Mr Joe 
Caputo, Chair of FECCA and Ms Violet Roumeliotis, 
CEO of Settlement Services International. I would 
also like to acknowledge my fellow speakers this 
morning: The Hon Tanya Plibersek MP, Deputy 
Leader of the Opposition and Ms Renata Kaldor 
AO from the Andrew and Renata Kaldor Centre for 
International Refugee Law.*

I thought I’d start by sharing a bit of my background, 
reflecting on my mother’s experience and her 
particular journey to Australia. It is different from 
my father’s in many ways. My father came out with 
his family in 1968. My mother didn’t know anyone in 
Australia. She had a small family, one brother, but 
made a decision to leave everything and come to 
Australia.

The theme of this conference—Influencing 
Change—fits perfectly with the Government’s aims 
to enhance opportunities for women in Australia, 
including women from Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse backgrounds.

The enormous benefits diversity has brought to our 
nation have been increasingly recognised in recent 
years and it was with great pride that I accepted 
the role of Assistant Minister for Multicultural Affairs. 
In particular as a child of immigrants who, like the 
seven and a half million people who have come 
here since 1945, found Australia a welcoming place 
on the back of these shared values.

While multiculturalism has enriched us in many 
ways, there is more we can do to ensure everyone 
reaps its benefits. That is why this conference 
focusing on women is so important.

Senator the Hon Zed Seselja 
is the Assistant Minister 
for Social Services and 
Multicultural Affairs. 
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Women are enormous contributors to the success 
of our multiculturalism. Still, many of them will tell 
you that they have made their way against the odds. 
Women leaving their country of birth and starting 
again in a new land face unique challenges.

I would like to congratulate the organisations 
that recognise this everyday: FECCA, Settlement 
Services International, and the Ethnic Communities 
Council of NSW—who have organised this 
conference and brought together so many engaging 
and passionate voices to discuss those challenges. 

I would also like to thank the many community and 
advocacy organisations, many members of whom 
are here today, for your continuing work among our 
multicultural communities. All of you have helped 
ensure that our nation is not only one of the most 
diverse in the world, but also one of the most 
harmonious.

Introducing the Racial Tolerance motion to 
Parliament last month—a motion welcomed with 
bipartisan support—the Prime Minister described 
our multicultural success story as the great defining 
characteristic of the nation. He reaffirmed the 
Government’s commitment to the common values of 
a fair go and mutual respect for all regardless of how 
we look, how we worship or where we come from. 

The commitment to values in which rights are 
balanced with responsibilities has formed the 
bedrock of our successful multicultural policies 
and programs.

The demographer Bernard Salt pointed out in an 
article in The Australian recently that no other nation 
on earth can rival the proportion of overseas born 
people living in our big cities. Citing figures which 
show 42 per cent of urban Sydney’s population were 
born overseas, he described the acceptance, the 
tolerance, the celebration of this diversity as the 
nation’s greatest social triumph.

Our diversity, both cultural and gender based, 
results in greater innovation, encourages creative 
problem solving and helps our businesses—small, 
medium and large—reach their full potential. In short, 
productive diversity adds great value to our nation.

As outlined in the Economic Impact of Migration 
Report prepared by the Migration Council of 
Australia, the economic contribution of migration 
to our nation is significantly undervalued. By 2050, 
it is estimated that migration will contribute $1,625 
billion to our GDP.

The impact of migration flows through to every 
aspect of the economy influencing population 
growth, labour force participation and employment, 
wages and incomes and our national skills base. 

As Joe Caputo pointed out in Australian Mosaic 
last December, the fact that we speak over 300 of 
the world’s languages is an economic as well as a 
social asset, enabling us to speak to the world.

Today, we are here to pay tribute to the outstanding 
role of women in this success story, to recognise 
how often they have defied the odds and to address 
the ongoing challenges that confront them.

Regardless of how or why people choose to call 
Australia home, it is in our national interest to 
provide opportunities for everyone to learn English, 
find employment and acquire the relevant training or 
other education to participate fully in Australia. 
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Our settlement programs focus on providing 
opportunities for newly arrived migrants to 
learn English, access quality education and  
find employment. 

A literature review by the Migration Council found 
that migrant women undergo a high level of 
deskilling. This sees professional women working 
in sectors other than those for which they were 
originally trained as well as working below the level 
of their qualification. 

There are a number of reasons for this, including 
English proficiency. In a 2012 Report, Crushed 
Hopes: Unemployment and Deskilling among skilled 
Migrant Women, the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM) found failure to master the host 
country language a major stumbling block faced by 
skilled migrant women. 

In Australia there are almost equal numbers of 
tertiary educated migrant men and women. Despite 
this, highly skilled migrant women have difficulties 
transitioning into the labour market and face higher 
unemployment rates. In addition, migrant women 
generally have lower workforce participation rates, 
lower earnings and poorer working conditions. 

Under Australia’s leadership, G20 Leaders have 
given priority to increasing women’s participation 
and agreed to a target to reduce the gap between 
women’s and men’s workforce participation rate 
by 25 per cent by 2025. The OECD estimates a 
boost to women’s participation of this scale would 
increase GDP in G20 countries by between 1.2 and 
1.6 per cent by 2025, adding more than $1 trillion to 
the global economy.

The Government’s Families Package includes 
significant measures designed to assist Australians 
from all backgrounds to move into work, stay in 
work, train or study. Support for families with flexible, 
accessible and affordable childcare is an important 
component. Whilst we know there is a lot of work to 
do, the Government is building a solid platform for 
engaging on multicultural women’s issues.

The Australian Multicultural Council, the 
Government’s key advisory body on multicultural 
affairs, includes strong representation from 
three women, each bringing a broad range of 
perspectives to the table. I am very pleased with the 
Council’s focus in their work plan on Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse women’s leadership issues 
and enhancing our understanding of women’s 
participation issues. 

It is great to see that the Chair, Dr Sev Ozdowski will 
be speaking about some of the Council’s work in 
this area. The Government is pleased to be funding 
the important Australian Institute of Family Studies 
research project, Empowering Migrant and Refugee 
Women, on behalf of the Australian Multicultural 
Council. The focus is on identifying good practice 
services and programs being delivered to migrant 
and refugee women. 

We need practical strategies to empower 
multicultural women, and particularly the most 
vulnerable, so I am very much looking forward to 
the results of this project which we expect to be 
completed by the end of the year. 

I am also pleased that the Government announced 
an additional investment of $5.7 million, as part 
of the 2016–17 Budget, to expand the National 
Community Hubs Program as part of a partnership 
between my Department, the Scanlon Foundation 
and Community Hubs Australia.

The Hubs provide a place for local residents, 
businesses and community services to help newly 
arrived migrants and refugees forge connections 
and access support services. In particular, they 
provide tailored, in-community support, with a 
focus on helping women and their families, offering 
services such as skills training, English classes, 
sewing and breakfast clubs as well as volunteering 
opportunities and community events. 

We can’t begin to think about women’s participation 
however, if women are not safe.

Levels of sexual assault and violence against 
women and children throughout Australian society 
are shocking and unacceptable. The Government 
is resolute about tackling this issue. 
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Here in Sydney these include Cabramatta 
Community Centre’s development of a print 
campaign through newspapers and magazines, 
written in community languages and involving 
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse men.

In an issue as challenging as this, we all need to 
play our part.

Before wrapping up, I am pleased to be able to tell 
you today that as the new Minister, I have ramped 
up the Government’s efforts to develop a new 
multicultural statement. I am now building on early 
work of my predecessors and I have engaged Dr 
Ozdowski and the Australian Multicultural Council 
to conduct targeted consultations, including with 
FECCA. While the new multicultural statement will 
naturally be an evolution of previous statements, with 
nearly six years having passed since the previous 
statement, now is an optimum time to update this. 
It’s our intention to release the statement early to mid 
next year. 

Finally, I have touched on only a few of the topics 
you will be discussing at this conference.

Your comprehensive program shows the 
commitment of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse 
women to meet challenges and continue a history of 
outstanding contribution to Australian life. 

I again commend conference organisers and all 
of you for the work you are doing to build an even 
stronger Australia where more of our women can 
feel at ease and reach their full potential.

I look forward to hearing about the outcomes of 
this conference, and to continuing to work with you 
to ensure that all Australians enjoy our diversity 
and celebrate the shared values that unify us and 
explain our success.

Thank you for having me.

*This is an edited version of the speech delivered 
by Senator Seselja at the National Multicultural 
Women’s Conference. 

For Culturally and Linguistically Diverse women, we 
recognise that learning a different language, culture 
and laws can make this issue even more difficult. 

Multicultural women have access to services and 
support that we, together with the states, are putting 
in place under the National Plan to Reduce Violence 
Against Women and their Children. The Government 
allocated $100 million in this year’s Budget to 
implement initiatives under the Third Action Plan 
under the National Plan, several of which are tailored 
specifically for the multicultural community.

This includes community-led initiatives to develop 
youth leadership training and engage with 
community and faith leaders to change community 
attitudes to gendered violence and gender equality. 

Similarly, the Stop it at the start campaign includes a 
range of tailored media and community engagement 
activities for multicultural communities. This $30 
million national campaign to reduce violence 
against women and children has been led by the 
Department of Social Services.

The Government provided six grants of $150,000 
each to Culturally and Linguistically Diverse 
community organisations last year to help develop 
local solutions to family violence. And this year we 
provided assistance for a further three projects.
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Address from Deputy Leader 
of the Opposition and Shadow 
Minister for Women
THE HON Tanya Plibersek MP 

The Hon Tanya Plibersek MP 
is the Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition, Shadow Minister 
for Women and Member  
for Sydney.

In 1973 Labor Minister for Immigration, Al Grassby, 
released a paper in which he talked about his vision 
for a multicultural Australia in the year 2000. Al was 
a figure who inspired many people. When my own 
parents, as migrants to Australia, heard him speak 
about the sort of inclusive nation he wanted to build, 
they felt part of this new country they had adopted 
as their home. Al’s vision for a multicultural Australia 
went well beyond tolerating new Australians as  
they arrived.*

His was an extraordinary vision that by the year 
2000, Australia would be a nation able to sustain 
growth and change without disintegration, a society 
based on equal opportunity for all. He called it “A 
society with…social complexity, dynamic interaction 
between diverse ethnic components… and strength 
in diversity.” Al knew that his vision demanded 
action from both community and government, 
including funding for very important public policy 
initiatives. He knew that to ensure equality for all we 
needed a framework, we needed the laws, policies 
and programs which would allow every Australian 
to develop their personal potential no matter how 
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diverse their origins, their beliefs, their financial 
wealth, their ability. A multicultural Australia had to 
be backed by action and investment. 

The Whitlam Government introduced an official 
policy of multiculturalism and set targets for action—
like reducing poverty amongst ethnic groups and 
addressing the disproportionate number of migrants 
in labouring, unskilled and blue collar occupations; 
and increasing the quality of education by investing 
in additional teachers, culturally and linguistically 
relevant curriculum and specialised classes for new 
migrants at school.

The Whitlam Government knew that investment in 
education was the critical enabler for participation 
in the economy—and an enabler for ethnic 
communities in particular. Much like what we’ve 
sought to do with extra needs-based funding with 
the Gonski school education reforms, making sure 
that every person can reach their full potential. 

We shaped better outcomes in those days by 
incorporating the policy of multiculturalism into 
health and welfare policies and in our approach to 
social security. All of our policies were developed 
and implemented with an understanding of what our 
multicultural community needed. We funded migrant 
resource centres, multicultural radio stations, 
telephone translation services across Australia. 
We sought to use our experience domestically to 
influence globally, and we signed the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1972. 

The Whitlam Government was prepared to envisage, 
aspire to, plan for and invest in the society that 
they wanted to see and set the scene for decades  
to come. 

There was vision and there was impact. 

Vision and impact are also crucial in the area of 
women’s policy. 

I was the Minister for Women in 2007 in the newly 
elected Labor Government and I’ve taken on that 
portfolio again as the Deputy Opposition Leader 
because I feel that this is one of the most important 
portfolio areas for government today. I know that this 
conference understands how important it is to get 
women’s policy right. 

Gender equality has always been one of the 
fundamental tenets of Labor activism. Not because 
the men in the early Labor days thought it was 
important, but because women in the Labor Party 
demanded action on women’s policies. 

Gender equality is complex; it requires sustained 
effort and sustained investment, there are no 
switches that you flick on and off to achieve gender 
equality. We need a plan and we need resources if 
we are going to have real impact.

Labor understands this. In 1973 we became the 
first country to appoint a women’s advisor to a  
Prime Minister. 

In 2008, as Minister for Women, I established a 
National Council to advise on ending gender-based 
violence in Australia. We are frighteningly close to 
a decade on from the establishment of that Council 
and the pursuit of safety for women continues to 
be an enormous challenge for governments at all 
levels, as well as for the non-government sector. 

Violence against women occurs right across our 
Australian community. It’s not confined to one income 
group, to one geographic area, to one ethnicity, it 
occurs right across our Australian society. But we 
know that for women from culturally and linguistically 
diverse backgrounds this challenge is even 
greater and resources need to be tailored to that  
greater challenge.
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We know that CALD women are more likely to be 
harmed as a result of domestic and family violence 
and are less likely to receive appropriate assistance 
from services when they try and leave a violent 
relationship. We can’t allow that to continue.

For women in emerging communities with close-
knit families and close-knit communities this is an 
even greater challenge. Women seeking to leave 
violent relationships are often seen as breaking up 
the family, bringing the community into disrepute. 
They don’t want other people in their close-knit 
community to know of the challenges they face at 
home. And if they do turn outside the family for help, 
who is there to help them? 

We can’t accept an Australian community where 
women don’t feel safe on the street or in their own 
homes. When I set up the National Council I wanted 
it to lead a national conversation, to dive deep into 
the research, to produce a plan that would actually 
reduce the incidence of family violence and sexual 
assault in the Australian community. 

But it is not enough to have a vision for the future, 
you have to have a clear road map to make that 
impact. At that time I said we needed to allocate 
responsibilities, set timetables, have markers along 
the way to measure our progress—to know whether 
we were actually going to achieve what we had 
set out to achieve. The National Council consulted 
extensively and in 2010 we launched the Time for 
Action national report.

What was fabulous about that is it had bipartisan 
support; I was delighted with the support that we 
received from the Liberal and National Parties and 
other parties at that time. In addition to support 
across the political spectrum, we had support of 
state and territory governments and involvement 
from the NGO sector as well. We put a lot of work 
into getting an agreed vision on violence against 
women. We agreed on a road map to achieve what 
we wanted to achieve. I was delighted when in 2011 
the Coalition of Australian Governments (COAG) 
announced unanimous support for the National 
Plan to Reduce Violence against Women and their 
Children. 

This was a comprehensive, inter-governmental, 
cross-sectoral twelve-year plan and it included, as 
many of you know, successive implementation plans 
so we could regularly review what we had achieved; 
where we were slipping; and where we needed to 
re-double our efforts. These periodic plans also 
meant that we could target emerging issues—things 
that were changing—that our original plan didn’t 
anticipate. One example of that is the increasing 
use of electronic, on-line presence to harass and 
intimidate women. We didn’t picture that when we 
wrote the report, how posting explicit images of an 
ex-partner or stalking across the internet would play 
a role in the harassment and intimidation of women.
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Just as Al Grassby did in the 1970s, we wanted 
to make changes beyond our borders as well as 
within them. So while working on this national plan, 
we extended our international obligations under the 
UN Convention for the Elimination of all Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). 

I am very pleased that we were able to work with 
the community to develop our vision, to develop the 
road map to get there. I am very pleased that so 
much of that work has been bi-partisan. 

The framework still exists, the implementation plans 
are ongoing and we’ve just seen the launch of the 
third implementation plan last week. 

We do however, need to redouble our efforts in 
resourcing. It is all very well to have bi-partisanship 
on the vision, but we need resources for domestic 
violence and sexual assault services for them to be 
able to do their work. Vision is important, but actually 
backing people on the ground who are doing the 
hard work is a critical part of achieving impact. 

When you work in the field of domestic violence you 
often hear the question “why doesn’t she leave?” 
According to National Shelter, “we shouldn’t be 
asking why doesn’t she leave, we should be asking 
where does she go?” and this is at the heart of  
my message.

In recent years we have seen $88 million cut from 
new building of homelessness shelters despite 
housing being a major concern for women and 
children escaping abusive relationships.

We know that the access to legal services can 
be an area where women are victimised and 
disadvantaged after experiencing sexual assault 
or domestic violence. It is absolutely critical that we 
give proper legal support to people who are leaving 
violent relationships. We have seen $52 million cut 
from legal services by the Government. We cannot 
have a system that is fair to victims of violence if we 
do not properly fund the legal services that defend 
their rights.

I think most people would agree with a vision for 
Australia where women are safe to walk on the street 
and where women are safe in their own homes. While 
this is not contested, we cannot achieve this vision 
unless we resource the services that will deliver it.
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Labor went to the last election with a Safe Housing 
Policy that would have invested $88 million in new 
housing for women and their children escaping 
domestic violence. We pledged to restore the 
funding to those legal services that have had their 
funding cut, including Family Violence Prevention 
Legal Services. We said that we would continue to 
offer funding certainty for 1800RESPECT, OurWATCH 
and ANROWS. These are three organisations that 
we set up as a result of the National Plan to End 
Violence Against Women and their Children.

Labor believes that there should be five days of 
domestic violence leave in the minimum National 
Employment Standards. We know that only a small 
minority of people would ever use this leave, but we 
believe it should be available to people who need it. 
The idea that you would lose your job at the same 
time as you are threatened with losing your home, at 
the same time as you are going to court to defend 
your safety is just unspeakable.

 We understand that you need to commit resources to 
achieve impact. Governments work best when they 
hear a great diversity of voices from our community. 
This is why we set up the Women’s Alliances when we 
were in Government. The Government is now going 
through a process of re-evaluating the Women’s 
Alliances—the organisations that represent the 
voices of Australian women to Government. We 
believe that the Australian Migrant and Refugee 
Women’s Alliance, the former peak advocacy body 
for migrant and refugee women, should be a part of 
that conversation to make sure that Government is 
hearing the voices of all Australian women. 

There is now a period of uncertainty with how 
those voices will be heard. We will advocate for 
the Government to come up with a framework that 
allows this political voice to be heard in the greatest 
possible way. We need a system that allows your 
voices to go to the very heart of where decisions are 
being made. Governments need to hear things they 
don’t want to hear. That is how we improve. 

We cannot be an equal society, we cannot be a 
just society until every Australian feels safe in their 
everyday lives—no one should live with fear. I am 
committed to working with you to make sure that 
we not only have a vision for a multicultural society, 
the safe society that we all want, but that we have 
impact through the resources we need for the things 
we need to change so that we can reach that vision.

*This is an edited version of the speech delivered by 
Deputy Leader of the Opposition Tanya Plibersek at 
the National Multicultural Women’s Conference on 
Thursday 3 November 2016. 
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Facts, not fear: 
A Personal Journey 
Renata Kaldor AO 

Renata Kaldor AO is the Chair 
of the City Recital Hall, Angel 
Place and serves on the Board 
of The Sydney Children’s 
Hospital Network and 
Australian World Orchestra. 
She is also on the Advisory 
Boards of the Andrew and 

Renata Kaldor Centre for International Refugee 
Law (UNSW), Heads over Heels, and the NSW 
Alzheimer’s Association. 

Good morning, and thank you. I also acknowledge 
the traditional owners on whose land we meet, and 
pay my respect to their elders past and present. 

We’re meeting here today to commit our combined 
energy to the task of ensuring that modern Australia 
is a place of hope, opportunity and dignity for all—
and our First Nations’ people know better than most 
how often we fall short in this endeavour.

I am really delighted and honoured to be attending 
this National Multicultural Women’s Conference. 
It comes at a time of such great significance—for 
the nation, for multiculturalism, and for women, right 
here and all around the world. 

We are living in extraordinary times. In so many 
ways, we seem to be at a once-in-a-generation 
tipping point. Around the world, people are on the 
move. Economies are on the brink. Inequality is 
on the rise. Fear is infecting everything. In these 
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times, we cannot rely on myths and half-truths. We 
will need stronger leadership, at every level—from 
mothers and grandmothers, to women and men in 
the highest offices of business and government. But 
I believe it can end well—if we deal honestly with 
the facts. 

The organisers have asked me to speak about my 
personal story, my career, and more importantly 
about the Kaldor Centre for International Refugee 
Law, which my husband and I started in 2013. 
It seems my story, like so many others, is woven 
together in the title of the conference: A woman from 
another culture, who enthusiastically became part 
of this strong, diverse nation of Australia; a global, 
national and personal story. 

My story starts in Europe, in Prague to be exact, in 
the aftermath of World War II. I belong to the group 
of people, mostly families, who left war-ravaged 
Europe to avoid the Communist takeover of our 
homelands. We came as part of the largest intake 
of refugees ever to come to this country. It would be 
fair to say, in today’s terms, that we were the Syrians 
of the time. In 1949, 48% of all migrants to Australia 
were refugees. 

When you compare this to the 1970s, when the 
percentage of our immigrants that were refugees 
dropped to 25%, and today, 2016, when less 
than 11% of our migrants are refugees, you can 
understand what an enormous challenge this 
presented to both this country and the new arrivals.

Of course migrant stories differ greatly, depending 
on their circumstances and motivations. Many 
migrants to Australia come from English-speaking 
countries like the UK, USA, South Africa or New 
Zealand. Others come from countries like Greece, 
Italy, Turkey, and Malta. 

Migrants like these come willingly, seeking economic 
and lifestyle changes. Many return to their country 
of birth, regularly, to visit relatives—and some even 
return to retire. I am not diminishing the challenges 
faced by this group of migrants but their experience 
tends to be different from those who come seeking 
asylum, who, once it is agreed they need protection, 
become recognised as refugees. These people, 
unless circumstances change dramatically in the 
countries they fled, cannot go back. The need for 
them to assimilate is critical. 

The evidence shows that refugees are some of 
Australia’s most productive and successful people. 
Our Immigration Department in 2011 published 
a report from Professor Graeme Hugo at the 
University of Adelaide. His study considered the 
economic, social and civic contributions made by 
refugees and their children since 1975. It revealed 
that while refugees may initially experience higher 
rates of unemployment and lower incomes than 
other migrant groups, this situation changes with the 
passage of time and they prove to be a net economic 
benefit. Certainly immigration has enriched us in 
ways well beyond the bottom line, and I am sure 
we’ll explore many of those contributions throughout 
the conference. But in times of fiscal restraint, I know 
money matters.
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My father, who was Jewish, returned to Prague after 
he and his only surviving relative, his sister, were 
freed from the Concentration Camp in 1945. When 
he returned, he married my mother. My sister was 
born in 1946, and I came along in 1947. In 1948, 
there was a Communist coup in Czechoslovakia. So 
we left the following year and arrived in Sydney in 
October 1949.

Fortunately, my parents spoke English and had 
a good education. Both of them started working 
immediately—my mother selling in a shop and 
my father importing goods from England. With no 
relatives or friends to help, my sister and I were 
looked after by a procession of women, who were 
recommended by the small Czech diaspora already 
settled here. My very first memories are of attending 
a child-minding centre run by a woman known to 
us as Aunty Gerda. Aunty Gerda had a room at the 
back of her house which she used as a kindergarten. 
Gerda was also newly arrived from Europe and she 
catered for children of refugees, all from families like 
ours. There was not an Australian-born child there.

Child-minding facilities were unknown in 1950s 
Australia, and I am sure Gerda’s set-up would be 
illegal today. It was a loud and crowded place—but 
I still remember Gerda as a kind and loving figure. 
This is where we all learned English, and many of 
us went on to the same primary school from there. 
It was a comfort to be surrounded by children who 
ate “strange food” and spoke in different languages, 
just like us. 

Our father always spoke English to my sister and me. 
He was very aware that we needed to assimilate, 
and that “refos” were looked down upon if they 
didn’t speak “the King’s English”. My mother spoke 
Czech to us in private and English when we were 
out in public. I still remember the embarrassment I 
felt when my mother would forget to speak English. 
She would often be admonished by strangers who 
would say, “Speak English… you are in Australia 
now.” She would always apologise profusely. This 
must have happened a number of times because 
I still remember how ashamed it made me feel that 
we were foreign.

Professor Hugo’s report showed that on average, 
refugees also have greater entrepreneurial qualities 
than other groups—in fact, he pointed out that five 
of Australia’s eight billionaires in the year 2000 were 
of a refugee background. The self-described ‘boat 
person’ and entrepreneur Frank Lowy, who founded 
Westfield, explained it this way:

“To imagine a better life for you and your family, 
and to make the leap of faith required to leave 
behind all that is familiar, calls for a special kind 
of courage. 

“If we look at new arrivals to Australia from this 
perspective, our capacity will be greater to 
welcome them warmly, and to help them make a 
new home here as one of us.” 

Of course among refugees, there are a number of 
experiences. There are people fleeing for their lives, 
like my husband’s family from Hungary. His was a 
classic, almost cinematic story, which involved: 
people smugglers who took their money and then 
abandoned the family in the woods at the Austrian 
border; his mother nervously drugging baby Andrew 
to keep him quiet; and his father, facing the end of 
a soldier’s loaded gun, saying ‘Shoot me if you must 
but I cannot go back, where I will surely be killed.’ 
Miraculously, they made it all the way to Australia. 

There are other families, like mine, who felt that after 
surviving the Nazi occupation, they could not live 
under another totalitarian regime—this time under 
the guise of Communism. 
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Overall I have very happy memories of my early life 
in Sydney. I was only conscious of being “different” 
or “foreign” because of my name, my lunch and my 
grandmother. I wished I could have been Susan or 
Mary—not Renata, which no one could remember 
or spell. Some of my teachers thought it was my 
surname, not my Christian name. At the beginning 
of each year, we had to stand in class and say our 
names; I really hated that ritual. Then there was 
my lunch box—filled with black bread and salami, 
instead of white bread with Vegemite or peanut 
butter. There was no way my friends would swap 
sandwiches with me. 

My grandmother was finally allowed to come to 
Australia in 1952. She lived with us and used to pick 
me up from school. She didn’t speak English and 
she looked foreign. She dressed differently than the 
other mothers. Like all young children, I wanted to 
fit in, to be picked up by my mother, not a grandma, 
who always wore a hat—yes, she always dressed 
up to pick us up from school, in hat and gloves!

I think it’s important to say here that I believe we do 
need to deal with women’s issues specifically in all 
of this—as this conference asks us to do. Migration 
for women is often more complex than for men. 
More often than not, women migrate because of the 
wishes of their husbands, not necessarily because 
they want to leave their country of birth. This makes 
their journey and settlement so much more difficult.

I think about my mother’s experience of those 
first few years in Australia. I do think it was much 
harder for her to adjust. She had two small children 
to look after, a new country, no relatives. She was 
working full time, cooking, shopping, cleaning and 
learning the customs of a foreign land. When we 
were sick, she had to navigate the health system. 
She found our schools, and babysitters when she 
needed to go for appointments. My father was an 
extremely good person, but he travelled with his job 
and was not accustomed to what we call “house 
work”. My mother understood that we had to leave 
Czechoslovakia, but I am not sure that she realised 
the responsibilities she would have to undertake. 
I think many women who leave their homes are in 
much the same situation. 
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As for me, with my parents’ love and support, I 
finished high school and, against the nuns’ advice, 
attended UNSW, where I met my husband, Andrew. 
We had a lot in common. Both our families had arrived 
in Australia in 1949. He spoke two languages, as I 
did, and he likewise had grandparents living in the 
same household. He also ate continental food!

I graduated, became a high school English teacher 
in Cronulla, and a year later I married Andrew. 
Straight after our wedding we moved, so that my 
husband could finish his studies in the US. We 
lived and worked abroad for a number of years. In 
Philadelphia, I taught primary school, and when we 
moved to UK I worked in Educational Welfare. Our 
daughter Nicola was born in London, and when we 
returned to Sydney in 1974 I was expecting our son, 
Evan—the first of our family to be born in Australia. 

Here I started my own importing business, because 
I wanted flexibility; I could work from home. Then 
in 1980 Andrew bought a manufacturing company 
and I joined him in that business. I worked with 
him until I left to work on the election campaign of 
Nick Greiner, who was running for Premier of NSW. 
Nick and Andrew were friends from school. Their 
families had known each other in Hungary. Nick’s 
family escaped at the same time and also settled 
in Sydney.

During the Greiner election campaign, I meet Virginia 
Chadwick who would become first the Minister 
for Community Services and later Minister for 
Education. We got to know each other well. We had 
similar values. And when she offered me the chance 
to Chair the NSW Women’s Advisory Council, I just 
couldn’t resist. Through my work on the Council, I 
had the opportunity to meet many of the ministers 
in the Greiner cabinet; thus, my appointment to 
the Senate of University of Sydney, and my board 
appointment to the State Rail Authority. I became 
involved in Government work and have remained 
there for the past couple of decades. 

My concern about refugees was dormant during 
this time. I applauded the Fraser decision to bring 
the Vietnamese to Australia, and likewise the Hawke 
decision welcoming Chinese students after the 
Tiananmen Square massacre. It was what Australia 
did—helped, when people were in trouble. We 
were multicultural, and we would accept people 
from other countries without hesitation. Then in 
1988, John Howard made a speech about Asian 
immigration and our ability, as a nation, to absorb 
Asian people. I was shocked—and I left the Liberal 
Party, which I had joined in 1974. 

But it was Tampa that really activated Andrew 
and me. You will recall that in 2001 a Norwegian 
freighter rescued 438 refugees—mostly Hazara 
people fleeing Afghanistan. The captain sought 
permission to enter Australian waters, but the 
Howard Government refused. When the Tampa 
came anyway, Howard ordered the Special Forces 
onto the boat.

Now, I remember my father talking about his time 
in Auschwitz; he said people knew what was going 
on in these camps but no one was brave enough 
to speak out. I felt that I had a moral duty to speak 
out about the Tampa. There were members of the 
Liberal Party who were as appalled as we were. 
We held numerous meetings at our home with 
these politicians and opinion leaders to try and 
pressure the Howard Government. I rang religious 
leaders. I asked Nick Greiner to go on radio and 
speak out against what was happening. I spoke 
at a conference at UNSW about the situation. I 
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wrote opinion pieces in the newspapers. We found 
many allies in the Labor Party and tried to work 
with them. But as time went by, we realised the 
politicians were not going to act—and things were 
only getting worse. 

For 13 years we had tried to change the policy from 
within. It was not working. We needed to change 
direction. In 2013 I was approached by a colleague 
who knew of my interest in refugee issues. He was 
on the board of UNSW Law Foundation. He told 
me about an extraordinary professor who was an 
expert in international refugee law, named Jane 
McAdam. She was internationally recognised as 
a leading thinker in the field, a non-resident fellow 
of the Brookings Institution, affiliated with the 
Oxford Refugee Studies Centre, a young global 
leader at the World Economic Forum. She wanted 
to set up a centre to concentrate on refugees—to 
contribute to a more constructive public dialogue, 
with information that was rational, unemotional, 
principled, and evidence-based. Andrew and I 
met with her and realised this was a chance to do 
something more meaningful than what we had been 
doing on our own.

So the Andrew and Renata Kaldor Centre for 
International Refugee Law was born. It is the world’s 
first and only research centre dedicated to the 
study of international refugee law. We are a small 
team, but a powerhouse. In a short time, we’ve 
developed an outstanding reputation as a source 
of independent, nonpartisan, rigorous and credible 
analysis on refugee issues. We are trusted—sought 
out as a voice of reason in an otherwise politicised 
and toxic debate. Andrew and I believe this is 
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critically important. Facts. Ideas that are above 
partisan politics. Policy alternatives that are not half-
baked and are based on common principles. Facts 
such as these:

One: Australia was the first country in the world to 
put mandatory detention of asylum seekers into 
law—and one of the few countries to pursue it. It 
was introduced by the Keating government in 1992.

Two: Detaining, turning back and processing 
asylum-seekers has become Australia’s fastest-
growing government program; according to the 
latest budget analysis, between 2013 and 2016 
taxpayers will foot a bill of nearly $10 billion—though 
the true cost is likely to be much higher, as this 
figure does not account for the costs of maintaining, 
interrogating or defending our current ‘deterrence’ 
approach.

Three: In one year—2014—Australia spent more 
than $3 billion on offshore processing; that means 
we spent the same amount to deal with a few 
thousand people as the UN spent looking after the 
50 million people displaced worldwide at the time.

Four: At $400,000 per person per year, offshore 
processing costs Australian taxpayers 10-times 
more than allowing asylum seekers to live in the 
community—and that’s including the costs of their 
living expenses and essential health care.

It’s all so irrational.

In this national conversation of spin and panic, 
we need serious people looking at the facts and 
looking for solutions. The Kaldor Centre aims to do 
this through its rigourous research and by feeding 
that into public policy debates—always bringing 
a principled approach to the issue. The Centre’s 
work engages with the most pressing displacement 
issues in Australia, the Asia-Pacific region and the 
world. These include offshore processing; regional 
cooperation in Asia; alternative, safe and legal 
pathways to protection; and displacement in the 
context of climate change and disasters. The Kaldor 
Centre team has research relationships with world-
class institutions such as Oxford and Harvard, and 
they are actively developing broader networks 
across Europe and Asia. The Centre’s scholars 
have published an enormous amount, including two 
popular books: A myth-buster from Jane McAdam 
and Fiona Chong called Refugees: Why Seeking 
Asylum is Legal and Australia’s Policies Are Not—a 
book which was shortlisted for the Premier’s Literary 
Awards last year. And more recently, Madeline 
Gleeson’s harrowing book Offshore: Behind the 
Wire on Manus and Nauru, which is up for a Walkley 
Award this year. One of the country’s leading 
commentators on the issue, David Marr, had this to 
say of Madeline’s book: “I thought I knew this saga 
but I learned so much.… After this, no one can claim 
Australia didn’t know what Australia was doing.” 
And that is the point of the Kaldor Centre’s work—to 
ensure Australians are engaging with the facts, not 
just the fear. 
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While everything we do is based on high-quality 
research, the Kaldor Centre’s scholars are unusual 
in that they do not want to remain in an ivory tower. 
It’s important that the evidence and ideas we 
generate through the Centre’s research helps to 
influence public debate and policy thinking—and 
that it is communicated in ways that are relevant 
and accessible to the general public, civil society, 
policy makers and others. That’s why the Kaldor 
Centre has run dozens of community and student-
engagement programs; contributed to scores of 
journals and conferences; and done more than 
100 media interviews—including this week, when 
Madeline Gleeson was busy responding to the 
Government’s latest proposal to ban refugees who 
arrive by boat from ever entering Australia, even 
as a tourist. Our website has really accessible 
information—including “fact sheets” that have 
become the go-to reference for anyone interested 
in clear information, and a Weekly E-news Roundup 
that has a global subscriber base running to the 
thousands, including people at the highest levels of 
decision-making. I recommend you all sign up too!

The Centre’s work is impressive not only for its 
volume but also for its influence. Jane and her 
colleagues have made parliamentary submissions 
on almost every piece of refugee-related legislation 
introduced since the Centre’s establishment. And I 
expect they will be doing so again, should parliament 
invite comment on Minister Dutton’s proposed ban. 
They’ve appeared before committees in Canberra 
and are sought after for advice, not only here in 
Australia but also by international organisations 
such as UNHCR and the World Bank, participating 
in high-level roundtables and direct briefings  
with policymakers. 

From its unique position—a place of research, 
rather than advocacy—the Kaldor Centre can serve 
as a hub where academics, policymakers, NGOs 
and the broader public can meet and honestly 
discuss the implications of our laws. The power of 
bringing people together in this way is illustrated by 
the Centre’s flagship event, our annual Conference. 
The next conference will take place on November 
18th, and it will gather top experts from overseas 
and from across Australia to discuss some of the 
21st century challenges in refugee protection. The 
UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of 
Migrants, Professor Francois Crépeau, will deliver 
the closing keynote. The conference will also reveal 
world-first brain-mapping research into the impact 
of torture and trauma on refugees. Scholars will 
showcase data on how Australia’s new fast-tracking 
system for determining who is a refugee impacts 
the outcomes, and how policies of deterrence are 
playing out for refugees around the world. That’s 
what an academic centre can do—look at society’s 
important questions in a deep and innovative way. 

This year’s conference will look at refugee protection 
issues through the lens of time. This might strike 
you as abstract, but did you know that the average 
length of time a person is displaced is 20 years? 
In this context, time is a very important part of the 
refugee experience. What are the implications of 
this long limbo for refugees’ wellbeing? How does it 
change our understanding of refugee situations as 
emergencies… or crises? And how should it inform 
the way our governments respond? 

When we look at displacement through a longer-
term lens, we must seriously ask how we can 
transform our refugee policies—not just respond to 
a short-term emergency or political problem. These 
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of asylum has almost no impact on our everyday 
lives. We’ve ‘disappeared’ asylum seekers from our 
communities, out of reach of our neighbourhoods, 
workplaces, and our friendship groups. No wonder 
we have little empathy; we have so little lived 
experience to relate to. 

The policies of successive governments over the 
past two decades have begun to erode our social 
fabric and the values we like to think we hold dear. 
That’s why I’m here, telling my story. My experience 
is of a fair and equitable Australia. I think that 
is the most fundamental of Australian ideas—it 
encompasses equal opportunity, mutual respect, 
tolerance and human dignity. And these same ideas 
form the heart of international human rights and 
refugee law.

As refugees, Andrew and I experienced Australians 
as welcoming. Australians deserve their reputation 
around the world as energetic, optimistic and open 
people. One-to-one, Australians get on with helping 
others—even when it’s a matter of reminding a 
mother, kindly but firmly, to ‘Speak English, we’re 
in Australia now.’ Now, as an Australian and a new 
custodian of this country for the next generation, I 
think we need to get on with it: ensuring that modern 
Australia really is a place of hope, opportunity and 
dignity for all. 

Thank you.

are the kinds of discussions we hope can foster a 
more informed policy response to refugees. Some 
people might say that discussions like these won’t 
change public opinion in Australia. But I hope 
public opinion might be nearing its own tipping 
point. As we learn more about the impacts of our 
harsh deterrence policies, more people are starting 
to feel uneasy about them. And once we understand 
that alternatives are possible—taking lessons from 
history, and from other countries, about how we 
can do better—then I think the Australian public will 
demand that we do just that.

We know the world is watching—that Australia can 
be a power for good, or for otherwise. 

Author Donald Horne called Australia ‘the lucky 
country’—and though he didn’t intend it to be a 
positive description, Australians have embraced it. 
We know we’re lucky to be part of one of the world’s 
most prosperous, democratic, healthy and happy 
countries. Ironically, it is thanks to our political 
stability and our affluence that few of us have any 
idea what it is like to fear persecution. The issue 
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The Employment Vulnerability of 
Women International Students 
Cecilia Anthony AND Pino Migliorino

Gender and culture combine to increase 
discrimination in the workforce for  
international students 

International education is Australia’s third largest 
export industry, generating AUD$18.2 billion in 
export income in 2010–2011.

Since the expansion of the Australian international 
student market there has been an increase of the 
proportion of women entering Australia for education 
purposes. This has ranged between 42 per cent to 
more than 50 per cent, in the years since 1985 and 
for some nations like Thailand, the female proportion 
increases to more than 60 per cent. Despite this, 
little attention has been given to the experiences 
of women international students. This gender blind 
can be attributed to the tendency to look at male 
students as the norm, and the categorisation of 
women students as an ‘other’. This is not unique 
to international students. There is a lack of gender 
analysis in migration generally, both domestically 
and internationally. 

Cecilia Anthony is a Senior 
Consultant with DiverseWerks 
and an advocacy, policy and 
strategy expert with specialist 
experience working with and 
for diverse communities.

Pino Migliorino is the Managing 
Director of the Cultural 
Perspective Group and lead 
consultant with DiverseWerks 
and has over 30 years 
involvement and expertise in 
immigration and multicultural 
community affairs. 

Economic Security, Employment, Education and Enterprise 
Empowering women of all cultural and ethnic backgrounds was a theme going through both days of the 
conference. One area where empowerment plays a major role is in the area of education, training and employment. 
In the session on economic security, employment, education and enterprise, facilitated by Gail Ker from Access 
Community Services Ltd, a handful of presenters discussed the link between empowerment and access to 
services that provides opportunities for women to prosper. In order to empower CALD women, we must identify 
the challenges women meet and provide assistance to tackle these challenges. Dai Le, Founder and CEO of 
DAWN, talked about their role in promoting culturally diverse leadership across the public and private sector in 
Australia. Dr Erika Gonzalez from the Australian Institute of Interpreters and Translators (AUSIT) discussed the 
importance of community translating and interpreting services in a multicultural society. These services empower 
people through giving them the opportunity to enjoy their rights and fulfil their duties as citizens and residents 
of this country. The same services can also bridge communication gaps between service providers and clients. 
Dr Tangikina Steen from the National Ethnic and Multicultural Broadcaster’s Council (NEMBC) looked at the role 
of community radio in empowering rural women across the world. Women in rural communities are empowered 
through being able to voice and address issues affecting themselves and the community. In Australia, community 
radio by ethnic women’s broadcasters serve a powerful purpose by preserving and maintaining diverse ethnic 
cultures, identity, language and belonging. Pino Migliorino and Cecilia Anthony from DiverseWerks addressed 
the issue of women international students and the lack of industrial and political power among international 
students to bring about change.
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At the time of the most recent comprehensive 
information on international students that included 
a gender breakdown produced by the ABS in 2011, 
men represented 54 percent of the international 
student population and women 46 per cent. 

The gender proportion varies significantly between 
countries of origin. For example, in the first half of 
2011 almost two-thirds of commencing international 
students from India and Nepal were men. This 
contrasts with the 63 per cent of women from 
Thailand and 62 per cent from the USA. Significantly 
China and Korea, who make up the other two largest 
markets, had more women than men commencing 
in the same period. 

In 2010 the Institute for Social Research at the 
University of Queensland undertook a survey 
exploring questions of vulnerability for international 
students. They found that most student visa holders 
were keen to stay in Australia permanently; at the 
same time this cohort demonstrated both a low 
awareness of the services available to protect 
them and an even lower intention to access these 
services. This research also identified that there 
is low interaction with agencies for support with 
workplace issues.

The Fair Work Ombudsman and research from 
United Voice provide additional evidence of the lack 
of knowledge of the Australian industrial relations 
system and workplace rights among International 
Students. These factors combine with the visa 
restrictions that only allow for 20 hours of paid 
work per week compounding the vulnerability of 
international students in the labour market. 

The employment experience of  
International Students 

International students now represent between one 
and two per cent of the total Australian workforce. As 
a group, they face acute problems of exploitation, 
particularly in poorly regulated employment markets. 
International student workers are vulnerable due to a 
combination of personal attributes. They are young, 
lack systemic English, made vulnerable due to visa 
restrictions and are often under financial pressure.

A 2005 study based on 200 interviews concluded 
that 58% of the international students interviewed 
were paid less than the minimum wage, earning 
between $7 and $15. United Voice’s more recent 
survey found that 60% of respondents earned less 
than a quarter of the minimum wage and were 
earning $10 or below an hour. 

Fear, intimidation and secrecy mean that these 
workers remain hidden from both the union and the 
Fair Work Ombudsman. As with the data sets on 
international students, the voice of women is hard 
to locate. For women international students, there 
are additional vulnerabilities and potential points of 
exploitation within the workforce. 

The vulnerabilities of women in Australia on working 
visas or who are spouses of persons on working 
visas have been given recent attention, but is there 
a difference in the situation for women on education 
visas? Women in positions of powerlessness, 
regardless of their visa category are potentially 
vulnerable to exploitation. Universities Australia 
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has identified international students as particularly 
vulnerable to sexual harassment and assault due 
to cultural and language barriers. Most do not wish 
to make an official complaint, fearing it would bring 
shame on themselves and their families and put 
their studies in Australia at risk. A related side issue 
is the statistics on the high number of pregnancy 
terminations being sought among international 
students, and the institutional response to the 
level of abortion claims on private health insurers. 
Research from the University of Adelaide in 2009 
found that one third of abortions performed at 
the Women’s and Children’s Hospital in Adelaide 
involved international students. 

Lack of adequate power to respond  
industrially or politically 

International students lack both industrial and political 
power. While there are a plethora of international 
student organisations, and they are represented at 
the national level, international students as a group 
have had little impact in terms of advocacy. The 
time limited nature of student politics, the dramatic 
reduction in funding for student organisations in 
recent years and the lack of any government support 
for a national international student body that allows 
for permanent staff positions to protect continuity of 
knowledge and campaigns through the changing 
student political leadership combine to weaken the 
potential advocacy power of international students 
as a group within the higher education sector. 

Where to from here?

The need to address the vulnerabilities of 
international students, and women in particular, is 
multifaceted. Addressing exploitation will require a 
variety of strategies including:

• properly informing students of their workplace 
rights

• ensuring immigration laws do not contribute to 
their vulnerability 

• ensuring workplace rights are enforceable even 
where there are visa breaches

• closing compliance gaps in hazardous industries

• government support for International Student 
advocacy 

• greater police focus on International Student 
safety. 

The full referenced conference paper can be 
accessed at http://www.culper.com.au/blog/
important-paper-on-the-experiences-of-women-
international-students
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Affirmative: NO MORE QUICK 
FIXES, NO QUOTAS HERE PLEASE 
Juliana Nkrumah AM

Multicultural women are not a homogenous group 
but rather highly diverse. 

If there is a glass ceiling for women, then there must 
be a glass ceiling for multicultural women. 

The glass ceiling represents an invisible barrier that 
keeps a demographic group from rising beyond a 
certain level in employment, as well as in all areas 
of power and decision making.

It is this unseen, yet unbreakable barrier that keeps 
minorities and women from rising to the upper 
rungs of the corporate ladder regardless of their 
qualifications, skills, experience and achievements. 
In the case of multicultural women we face a double 
whammy: Minority plus Women.

The glass ceiling is described in a lot of other ways 
depending on the context: 

• Racial glass ceiling

• Sticky floors 

• Stalled careers

• Concrete ceiling 

The newest concept is the Glass Box, described by 
Fatima Ali of the Arab Council of Australia as a glass 
ceiling of gender bias supported by a glass wall of 
cultural bias—very Australian I say. 

Juliana Nkrumah AM is the 
founder of African Women 
Australia and has worked as 
the Coordinator of the NSW 
Police Force’s Multicultural 
Community Liaison Officers 
since 2008. 

Moderated debate: There is a glass ceiling for multicultural women 
in Australia 
Empowerment is an important matter for all women entering the workforce, in particular multicultural women. In a 
moderated debate facilitated by SBS Feed presenter Jeanette Francis, we had contributions from Monica Barone 
from City of Sydney, comedian and ABC presenter Jennifer Wong, Manal Younus from ActNow Theatre, Editor 
at Sajjeling Mehal Krayem, the CEO of Muslim Women Association Maha Abdo OAM, Juliana Nkrumah AM from 
African Women Australia and Helen Kapalos from the Victorian Multicultural Commission. Topics covered in the 
discussion were related to attitudes towards multicultural women in the workforce, recruitment and promotion 
practices in the modern workplace, stereotypes, discrimination, and cultural or behavioural factors that affect the 
careers of CALD women. Juliana Nkrumah presented her affirmative case talking about, in particular, the ‘Glass 
Box’—involving both a gender and a cultural bias. 

From left: Juliana  
Nkrumah AM, Maha Abdo 
OAM and Dr Mehal Krayem
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Race plays a significant part in progressing 
through the ranks in the Australian workplace, 
the higher you go, the whiter it becomes. The 
ethnic and cultural default of leadership in 
Australia remains permanently Anglo Celtici  

affirming the fact that cultural diversity in our 
organisations are concentrated in the junior and 
middle sections of the hierarchy. We do not see 
many CALD women in the corridors of power—a 
significant under representation in leadership roles 
and an absolute affirmation of our position that there 
is a glass ceiling for women. 

The glass ceiling is maintained by attitudes and 
practices of organisational and societal bias; 
reflected in the systematic discrimination of a group 
to which a person belongs, in this case multicultural 
women.

It comes from a place where multicultural women 
are perceived to be uneducated, unsophisticated, 
unknowing, and lacking in English language as well 
as competency and relevant employment skills. 

Often Africans face a racialised script of 
incompetence that maintains that Black African 
migrants are the “incapable other”. 

The glass ceiling acts as a barrier for women and 
minorities as a group, not individuals. 

We often hear these statements directed at 
individuals: “Oh you’ve done well; we couldn’t be 
that bad if you have been able to break through—
‘shatter the ceiling’—to get to this level!” 

This is a subscript for individuals who are deemed to 
have defied the stereotypes and seems to suggest 
that such women refrain from raising their voice 
against the system. 

An individual’s achievement does not make up for 
the whole; we continue to raise our voices against 
the institutional mechanisms that keep multicultural 
women at the bottom rungs.

i https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2016/jul/29/australias-leaders-are-still-mainly-anglo-celtic-report-finds

The gender lobby rejoices at the following statistics: 

• There has been wins for women:

– Public Sector women now account for  
40% of all senior public sector executives, up 
from 31%.

– The proportion of female federal 
parliamentarians has risen to 31% from 26% 
in 2005.

Fantastic statistics but what percentage of these are 
multicultural women?

Elizabeth Broderick AO said at the launch of the 
Report “Promoting CALD Women’s participation on 
Boards and Decision Making positions” (FECCA 
Conference 2013): ‘Women are under-represented 
on Australian public and private sector boards and 
those from non-English Speaking backgrounds are 
invisible; the glass ceiling for multicultural women is 
even lower.’ 

My colleague Dr Virginia Mapedzahama calls it the 
‘stalled career’ arguing that recent research shows 
that the glass ceiling is seen at the bottom of the 
ladder, decreasing the opportunities for multicultural 
women not even looking at the top levels. 

So, we are not asking for a quick fix for multicultural 
women but a transformational change!
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debating, networking and socialising
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Recognition, Reconciliation, 
Responsibility and Collaboration 
as the way forward 
Zione Walker-Nthenda 

Zione Walker-Nthenda is a lawyer 
and has worked with Victoria Police 
as their human rights manager. 
She currently runs her own 
program design and facilitation 

firm, Change Architects, designing and delivering 
cultural change programs based on empathy 
and inclusion for communities and organisations. 
Walker-Nthenda is also a co-funder of the social 
enterprise Incubate Foundation. 

My introduction to Australia was through Neighbours, 
Home and Away and Cathy Freeman. Yes, I had 
seen Bob Hawke cry in Newsweek but I didn’t 
have the full context to imprint it in my mind to the 
same extent. I was exposed to all three via British 
media, however Cathy Freeman struck me the most 
because she was 18 at the time and she talked 
about wanting to make her people proud. I knew 
nothing of contemporary Aboriginal life and culture 
and Cathy Freeman was a link for me as a teenage 
girl from the Niger Delta on the coast of West Africa. 
Little did I know at the time that one day I was going 
to move to Australia.

I arrived in Australia to study Law/Arts in the Northern 
Territory and my very first law assignment was an 
analysis of the High Court decision of the Eddie 
Mabo case. That case was an excellent gateway 
into understanding the Australian colonial context 

Speaking the truth: An international and intersectional dialogue on 
recognition, reconciliation, responsibility and collaboration 
In a session facilitated by Maria Dimopoulos from Myriad International Consulting Services the similar challenges 
faced by and collaborations between Indigenous and migrant women were debated. Identified as a key area of 
the conference and a highly important issue, this session wanted to explore aspects of empowerment through 
looking at concerns facing both Indigenous and migrant women, whether there were opportunities for cross-
cultural dialogue and whether it is at all possible to raise awareness and build solidarity, trust and empathy 
towards each other. In debating these issues, a special focus was on the possibility of working together towards 
a framework of decolonisation that can transform the social, political, and cultural landscape and empower 
Indigenous and migrant women to coexist peacefully along with the dominant cultures with dignity and mutual 
respect. We had presentations from a broad range of women with strong voices in the community—Dr Jackie 
Huggins AM from the National Congress of Australia’s First People’s, author and activist Tasneem Chopra, Uieta 
Kaufusi from 1800RESPECT, and Zione Walker-Nthenda from the Incubate Foundation. We also had a speech 
by Antoinette Braybrook from the Aboriginal Family Violence Prevention and Legal Service in Victoria (FVPLS 
Victoria) who noted that Indigenous women of Australia are not the problem but rather part of the solution. The first 
Indigenous woman elected to Federal parliament Nova Peris OAM made special mention of the similarities facing 
Indigenous and multicultural communities in Australia, and the need to stay united in advocating for change.
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and connecting it to my experience as a person of 
colour from another British colonial outpost. If I had 
never really analysed colonialism and its impacts 
before, the Mabo case laid bare the colonial template 
and its many forms in various parts of the world. It 
made a distinction between settled and unsettled 
colonies. It dug deeper into the settled British 
colonies of America, Canada, New Zealand, South 
Africa and Zimbabwe and the various adaptations 
of this colonial template. It explored the question of 
how one group imposes their laws, mores, cultures, 
language etc. on another group of people on their 
land and touched on some of the impacts.

As a person with a somewhat similar colonial history, 
it left me feeling unsettled with a number of questions. 
As a migrant and a person of colour aware of the 
impacts of colonialism and also a beneficiary of it in 
Australia, what was my role and responsibility in this 
country, on Aboriginal land? I couldn’t un-know what 
I had learnt. I couldn’t pretend I hadn’t seen some 
of the worst impacts living in the Northern Territory 
for four years. 

As I have evolved from the naïve teenager who 
arrived in Australia over two decades ago, I 
continue to evolve and deepen my understanding. 
My personal reconciliation mantra is: 

1. Self-education is my responsibility 

2. Immersion into Indigenous framings of the world 
to appreciate the scientific, technological and 
cultural underpinnings of this country 

3. Acknowledgement that we are beneficiaries of 
this society; the preserved and created beauty 
and the pain. 

Acknowledgement has been fraught for some. The 
word sorry has a narrower meaning in an English 
context compared to the meaning in many other 
cultures and languages. For some, sorry means 
‘I’m responsible’, for me and many other ethnic 
minorities from collectivist cultures, sorry means 
‘I acknowledge, I empathise’. In my Niger Delta 

language, it can include collective or personal 
responsibility, however it certainly includes empathy 
and acknowledgement. The word sorry is the same 
for welcome, well done and goodbye because they 
evoke feelings of empathy whether it is in sadness 
or celebration.

Reconciliation for me demands a personal reckoning 
that truthfully navigates and reconciles the good 
with the bad and the ugly.

My personal evolution and commitment is 
Recognition of the 60 thousand year history of the 
First People’s of this continent, Reconciliation for a 
respectful coexistence, Responsibility to do the work 
and Collaboration by reaching out to continuously 
link and learn.

From left: Uieta Kaufusi from 
1800RESPECT, Tasneem Chopra, Author 
and Activist, Zione Walker-Nthenda 
from Incubate Foundation, Antoinette 
Braybrook from FVPLS Victoria, Nova 
Peris OAM, Victorian Government, and 
Dr Jackie Huggins from the National 
Congress of Australia’s First Peoples.

Antoinette Braybrook from 
Aboriginal Family Violence 
Prevention and Legal Services 
Victoria (FVPLS Victoria)
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Building future leaders 
through careers in media 
Jackie Leewai 

Jackie Leewai is the 
Community Engagement and 
Partnerships Manager at the 
Special Broadcasting Service 
(SBS), Australia. She has the 
broad experience in working 
with immigrant and refugee 
women and youth, and has 

previously worked with Network of Immigrant and 
Refugee Women Australia (NIRWA). 

I would like to start by acknowledging the traditional 
owners of this land, the Burramattagal clan of the 
Da-Rug people, and pay my respect to their leaders, 
both past and present. 

Here, I want to focus on ‘Driving Cultural Change’ 
through the gaze of ‘Future Leaders’. I want to 
share with you some of the work I get to do at SBS, 
inspiring young media and non-media professionals 
to think about careers in media. 

I am the Community Engagement and Partnership 
Manager at SBS. I work with a variety of government, 
community and industry stakeholders to create 
partner projects and campaigns. One example is 
this National Multicultural Women’s Conference, and 
SBS is delighted to partner with our long-term friends 
FECCA and Settlement Services International. 

I was born in Suva, Fiji in 1985. My parents made 
the decision to leave Fiji in May 1987, following the 
first coup in that year. They departed for Brisbane, 
Australia. My mum was a journalist for Fiji Sun and 
my dad, a retired professional soccer player, began 
his engineering career with Qantas. 

My family moved often. Growing up in Brisbane, we 
moved to Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs where I was 
a representative of a handful of diverse students 
in my high school. We then moved to the Western 

Future leaders 
Facilitated by Najeeba Wazefadost from the Hazara Women of Australia and Settlement Services International, 
the session on future leaders addressed issues of empowerment through mentoring programs, developing 
skills and through the use of social media. Nadine Liddy and Alexandra Long from Multicultural Youth Advocacy 
Network (MYAN) Australia talked about their work with multicultural youth, developing skills and networks to 
engage in advocacy and influence the national agenda. Ms Maha Sukkar from Victoria Police looked at Muslim 
women in policing and different approaches to address family violence and forced marriages and empowering 
women to report on issues. We also had presentations from Ms Carmen Garcia from Community Corporate 
and Jackie Leewai from SBS. Ms Leewai explored the importance of mentoring programs in order to get more 
multicultural youth interested in building a career in media. 
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Suburbs where I was surrounded by an abundance 
of students from all different backgrounds. More 
importantly, I was able to connect with other students 
and mentors from Pacific Island backgrounds, 
something I was really yearning. 

I am today a proud alumni of Western Sydney 
University and completing my Masters in Journalism 
at University of Technology, Sydney. 

I wanted to give you some of my back story because 
I, like many of you in the room, came to Australia as 
a migrant. I clearly remember my parents tune into 
SBS—whether it was the 6.30pm news or following 
‘The World Game’, or every four years the FIFA 
World Cup and all the football action across the 
globe. SBS was home for me and my family, I felt 
represented, and I felt these stories represented the 
world I lived in. 

So many great journalists of CALD backgrounds have 
established their careers at SBS. To name a few:

• Yalda Hakim, former host of SBS Dateline, now 
host of BBC World News

• Auskar Surbakti, former presenter and 
correspondent on SBS World News, now 
Presenter and Correspondent for ABC’s ‘The 
World’ 

• George Donikian launched SBS World News 
in 1980 as the inaugural news anchor, now 
Producer and Director

• Helen Kapalos, former broadcaster with 
SBS, now Chair of the Victorian Multicultural 
Commission 

• Waleed Aly, panellist on Channel 31’s ‘Ramadan 
TV’, which then aired on SBS in 2008 as ‘Saleem 
Café’, now co-host of Channel 10’s ‘The Project’ 
and 2016 Gold Logie Winner. 

There are also lists of actors and comedians who 
have launched their careers at SBS, such as:

• Nazeem Hussain, creator and star of SBS 
comedy ‘Legally Brown’

• Matt Okine, presenter on SBS Sports 

• Rob Shehadie, for his role in ‘Fat Pizza’ which 
saw him nominated for TV Week Logie in the 
category of Most popular new talent, and co-
creator of ‘Here Come The Habibs’. 

I like to think that at SBS we are the leaders in the 
Australian screen industry for putting diversity 
first. Not only in on-screen talent but across our 
platforms. The opportunities are there for talent to 
go on and forge fantastic careers in the Australian 
media, contributing to the greater cultural, linguistic, 
gender and faith diversity in this country. But, we are 
still in early stages. 
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In 2016, the focus on diversity in both Australian and 
global media was rife. Social media, in particular 
online social campaigns such as #OscarsSoWhite 
can transcend borders and impact our screen 
industry almost instantly. 

In August 2016, Screen Australia published the 
‘Seeing ourselves: Reflections on Diversity in 
Australian TV drama’ research focusing on three 
aspects of diversity: cultural background, disability 
and sexual orientations/gender equality. 

I encourage you all to engage with this research, 
particularly around screen industry, as the research 
shows that:

• The cultural diversity of the Australian population 
is not currently reflected in the main characters 
in TV dramas. People of non-Anglo-Celtic 
background were represented in drama 
programs at just over half the rate that they are 
present in the population: 32% of Australians 
have a first or second-generation background 
other than Anglo-Celtic, compared to only 18% 
of main characters in TV dramas from the last 
five years.

• Overall, the results show that a number 
of Australia’s minorities and marginalised 
communities are under-represented in TV 
drama compared to the population, in particular 
people of non-European backgrounds such as 
Asian, African or Middle Eastern, and people 
with disabilities. On the other hand Indigenous 
Australians are well represented on-screen 
compared to their proportion of the population. 
Children’s programs and comedies tended to 
show a higher level of diversity than dramas as  
a whole.i 

AFTRS, the Australian Film, Television and Radio 
School also published the ‘Inclusive Pathways 
Framework For Screen Storytelling Talent’ii report 
focusing on women, CALD, people living with 
disability, and LGBTIQ who identified socio-
economic, practical and gender specific barriers to 
pathways or accessibility to careers in the Australian 
media, both on-screen and off. 

To reflect back on SBS and what we are doing to 
develop future leaders. In partnership with Macquarie 
University and Ethnic Communities’ Council of NSW, 
I oversee the SBS Media Mentorship and SBS NITV 
Media Mentorship program. These programs have 
been running since 2012. On that, I would like to 
acknowledge Professor Sherman Young, Pro-Vice 
Chancellor Learning and Teaching at Macquarie 
University for being a champion of the program 
from the start, providing pathways for Bachelor of 
Arts – Media students, and supporting them across 
their three-year degree. The program is funded by 
the Commonwealth Government’s Higher Education 
Participation and Partnerships Program (HEPPP), 
ensuring Australians from low SES backgrounds 
have the opportunity to study at a university of  
their choice. 
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i https://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/getmedia/157b05b4-255a-47b4-bd8b-9f715555fb44/TV-Drama-Diversity.pdf
ii http://www.aftrs.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/60522/Inclusive-Pathways-Framework-for-Screen-Storytelling-Talent.pdf
iii http://www.sbs.com.au/aboutus/news-media-releases/view/id/1397/h/SBS-partners-with-national-screen-agencies-to-champion-off-screen-diversity

progression at all levels. This is in partnership with 
seven of Australia’s screen agencies, including 
Film Victoria, Screen NSW, Screen Queensland, 
Screen Territory, Screenwest, South Australian Film 
Corporation and Screen Tasmania. 

To conclude, the process of change is beginning 
to happen across our screens and creative 
industries. At the National Multicultural Women’s 
Conference, I was asked to look at influencing 
change, to implement vision and create impact. 
Here is a chance to encourage our young people to 
seriously consider careers in the media and creative 
industries and feel supported and nurtured to tell 
their stories and those of their communities. We 
need to help develop and encourage the journey 
for the next generation of Australian media talent, 
representing what you and I see every day.

In the past five years we have seen 55 students 
from across the state participate in the program. 
Three students have successfully gained full-
time employment at SBS and NITV across digital 
production, research and news recording. I get 
to see them most days at work, something which 
is incredibly rewarding. You can meet some of 
these future leaders in action by checking out the 
following video: 

• https://students.mq.edu.au/experience/practical 
-experience/sbs-and-nitv-media-mentorships 

Another national initiative launched in November 
last year is the SBS Diversity Talent Escalator.iii  

The scheme aims to address the current lack of 
career development opportunities for emerging 
screen practitioners and freelancers from different 
backgrounds, providing clear pathways for 
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Women in migration:
empowering for new challenges
Dr Sev Ozdowski AM

The multicultural character of Australia is central to 
our nation’s story, with culturally and linguistically 
diverse communities making up almost half our 
population. But nowadays, migration is no longer 
just about population growth and family renewal; it 
is a critical component of our economic growth and 
skills renewal.

Women are an important—but sadly too often 
overlooked—part of this potential and there are 
compelling social and economic reasons to invest in 
empowering migrant and refugee women. Women’s 
economic empowerment is a driver of development 
that addresses poverty, reduces inequalities,  
and improves children’s health, nutrition, and  
school attendance.

At the macro level, managing migration flows to 
increase the pool of talented, qualified people in 
the workforce is a core strategy to boost economic 
growth and productivity.i However, at the micro level, 
an initial challenge faced by many newly arrived 
migrants is that of finding employment. Many migrant 
women work at jobs below their capacity and can 
experience real loss of status in the workforce. 

If Australia wants to continue to attract talented 
migrants, it cannot afford to ignore the poorer 
employment outcomes of migrant women arriving 
through the skilled and family stream.ii 

Structural barriers to the labour market are well 
documented and include: overseas qualification 
recognition processes; a lack of local work 

Dr Sev Ozdowski AM is 
the Director of Equity and 
Diversity at the University 
of Western Sydney and 
Honorary Professor in the 
Centre of Peace and Conflict 
Studies at Sydney University. 
Dr Ozdowski is also Chair of 

the Australian Multicultural Council and President of 
the Australian Council for Human Rights Education.

Q&A: Gender, Equality and Culture 
Jenny Brockie from SBS’s Insight facilitated a Q&A session on gender, equality and culture with a strong 
group of delegates presenting and answering questions on issues relating to these key topics for multicultural 
Australia and CALD women. Topics discussed were the interaction of gender and culture and impact on the 
lives of migrant and refugee women, how we can support culturally diverse women in the workplace, and how 
to better recognise social and cultural contributions from migrant and refugee women. Presenters included 
Captain Mona Shindy AM from the Royal Australian Navy, Ms Kate Jenkins, Australia’s Sex Discrimination 
Commissioner, Ms Libby Lions from the Workplace Gender Equality Agency and Dr Sev Ozdowski AM from the 
Australian Multicultural Council. Dr Ozdowski addressed the often overlooked potential that are refugee and 
migrant women and measures needed to advance equal opportunity for all Australians.   
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experience and understanding of recruitment 
processes; and English language proficiency.

Overall the process for recognising overseas skills 
and qualifications in Australia is fragmented and 
complex and obtaining the appropriate recognition 
of overseas qualifications and skills is particularly 
difficult. This needs to change.

Acknowledging the difference between hard skills, 
which are those learned from studying and working 
in a relevant profession or trade, and soft skills, 
which include communication and networking 
skills, is equally important. To this end, bridging 
courses would be very valuable in developing these 
soft skills through training and work experience. 
However, fees for these programs can be expensive 
for migrants who are already facing huge costs 
associated with settling in a new country.

We should also remember, migrant and refugee 
women are not a homogenous group and home 
responsibilities can limit opportunities to gain new 
skills and qualifications, especially English language 
competency. The design of support services and 
programs needs to respond to women’s different 
experiences to ensure professional skills, and 
potential value, are being purposefully used.

For example, focusing on women who are secondary 
migrants in skilled-visa streams, it becomes apparent 
that, with some assistance from government-funded 
services, and input from employers, these women 
can become job-ready and available to enter the 
labour market, fill job vacancies and meet skill 
shortages relatively quickly. 

Among other measures, priority should also be 
given to: 

• improving skill recognition to boost labour 
market access

• strengthening English language training for the 
workplace

• recruiting volunteers from migrant and refugee 
communities, as a way to build networks, update 
skills or acquire new ones as well as gaining 
a good understanding of working in a cross 
cultural setting.

So when policy is discussed, generated and 
developed, it is important to consider its impact on 
migrant women. 

Access and equity policies are important and that is 
why the Australian Multicultural Council continues to 
advocate for better data collection, more responsive 
services and a stronger commitment to improving 
the cultural competency of policy makers and 
service providers alike.

In the first instance, there is a need for an 
overarching mechanism for the integration of 
policies and programs that strengthens the practical 
accountability of our larger employers to advance 
equality of opportunity for all Australians.

Such a system is already in place to advance 
gender equality under the federal Workplace 
Gender Equality Act 2012. Australia could usefully 
adopt the Workplace Gender Equality Agency 
methodology to advance job opportunities for 
culturally and linguistically diverse Australians. Or 
perhaps the Act’s mandate could be expanded, 
thereby creating a new Workplace Equality Agency 
that could additionally address the issues of cultural 
diversity (and disability) in our workplaces. 

More importantly, a coordinated and collaborative 
approach needs to be taken across all levels of 
government, community organisations, service 
providers, and the private sector to enable 
sustainable and practical outcomes to the problems 
facing migrant and refugee women. 

Only by empowering migrant and refugee women 
will we create a society which truly enables 
inclusive growth.

i AMES Australia, June 2015
ii Hidden Assets, 2016.
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Diversitat (Geelong Ethnic  
Communities’ Council)
153 Pakington Street  
Geelong West VIC 3218
P: 03 5221 6044
F: 03 5223 2848
E: diversitat@diversitat.org.au
W: www.diversitat.org.au

Ballarat Regional Multicultural Council
Golden Point Learning and Cultural 
Environment, Cnr Grant & English Streets  
Golden Point VIC 3350
PO Box 1418 Bakery Hill VIC 3354
P: 03 5332 5941
F: 03 5332 5944
E: admin@brmc.org.au
W: www.brmc.org.au

Ethnic Council of Shepparton & District
158 Welsford St Shepparton VIC 3632
PO Box 585 Shepparton VIC 3632
P: 03 5831 2395
F: 03 5831 3764
E: ecshepp@mcmedia.com.au
W: www.ethniccouncilshepparton.com.au

Gippsland Ethnic Communities’  
Council 
PO Box 314 Moe VIC 3825
P: 03 5126 2091
F: 03 5126 4027
E: gippslandEEC@gmail.com
W: www.gippslandethniccommunities 
 council.websyte.com.au

North East Multicultural Association
3 The Close Wangaratta, VIC 3677
PO Box 417 Wangaratta VIC 3676
P: 03 5721 2090
E: nema@nema.org.au
W: www.nema.org.au

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Ethnic Communities’ Council of  
Western Australia
20 View Street North Perth WA 6006
P: 08 9227 5322
F: 08 9227 5460
E: admin@eccwa.org.au
W: www.eccwa.org.au

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS
National Ethnic Disability Alliance
PO Box 971 Civic Square ACT 2608
P: 02 6262 6867
W: www.neda.org.au

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

ACT Multicultural Council
PO Box 5026 Chisolm ACT 2905
P: 0404 004 925
E: mithunka@gmail.com

NEW SOUTH WALES

Ethnic Communities’ Council of NSW
221 Cope St Waterloo NSW 2017
P: 02 9319 0288
F: 02 9319 4229
E: admin@eccnsw.org.au
W: www.eccnsw.org.au

Multicultural Communities’ Council  
of Illawarra
117 Corrimal Street Wollongong NSW 2500 
PO Box 238 Wollongong NSW 2520
P: 02 4229 7566
F: 02 4226 3146
E: admin@mcci.org.au
W: www.mcci.org.au

Multicultural Council of Griffith
65-329 Banna Avenue Griffith NSW 2680
PO Box 2327 Griffith NSW 2680
P: 02 6964 4366
F: 02 6964 6364
E: multiculturalcouncilofgriffith@gmail.com

Multicultural Council Wagga Wagga
18 Station Place Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
PO Box 222 Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
P: 02 6921 6666
F: 02 6921 6669
E: multicultural@mcww.org.au
W: www.mcww.org.au

Young & District Multicultural  
Association 
111 Nasmyth Street, Young, NSW 2594
PO Box 92 Young NSW 2594
P: 02 6382 5469
F: 02 6382 3575

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Multicultural Council of the  
Northern Territory
Malak Shopping Centre
Shop 15, Malak Place Malak NT 0812
PO Box 299 Karama NT 0813
P: 08 8945 9122
F: 08 8945 9155
E: admin@mcnt.org.au
W: www.mcnt.org.au

QUEENSLAND

Ethnic Communities Council of Qld
253 Boundary Street West End QLD 4101
PO Box 5916 West End QLD 4101
P: 07 3844 9166
F: 07 3846 4453
E: administration@eccq.com.au
W: www.eccq.com.au

Ethnic Communities Council of  
Logan 
PO Box 604 Woodridge QLD 4114
P: 07 3299 3377
F: 07 3402 3084
E: admin@eccl.org.au
W: www.eccl.org.au 

Multicultural Communities Council  
Gold Coast 
1 Dominions Road Ashmore  
QLD 4214 
PO Box 345 Ashmore City QLD 4214
P: 07 5527 8011
F: 07 5527 8531
E: info@mccg.com.au
W: www.mccgc.com.au

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Multicultural Communities’ Council  
of South Australia 
113 Gilbert St Adelaide SA 5000
P: 08 8345 5266
F: 08 8345 5277
E: mccsa@mccsa.org.au
W: www.mccsa.org.au

TASMANIA

Multicultural Council of Tasmania
40 Melville Street, Hobart, TAS 7000
PO Box 798 Hobart TAS 7001
P: 03 6285 9907
E: office@mcot.org.au
W: www.mcot.org.au

VICTORIA

Ethnic Communities’ Council  
of Victoria
Suite 101, 398 Sydney Road,  
Coburg VIC 30583
P: 03 9354 9555
F: 03 9349 4967
E: eccv@eccv.org.au
W: www.eccv.org.au

Albury-Wodonga Ethnic  
Communities Council
151-153 High Street Wodonga VIC 3689
PO Box 920 Wodonga VIC 3689
P: 02 6024 68954
E: contact@awecc.org.au
W: www.awecc.org.au

FECCA STATE, TERRITORY 
AND REGIONAL MEMBERS
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Joseph Caputo OAM JP
Chairperson

Eugenia Grammatikakis
Senior Deputy Chairperson

Tina Karanastasis
Senior Deputy Chairperson

Mithun Alexander
Deputy Chair / ACT MC President

Peter Doukas
Deputy Chair / ECC NSW Chair

Kevin Kadirgamar
Deputy Chair / MCNT President

Yasmin Khan
Deputy Chair / ECCQ Chair

Miriam Cocking
Deputy Chair / MCCSA President

Jafar Taheri
Deputy Chair/MCoT Chairperson 

Eddie Micallef
Deputy Chair / ECCV Chairperson

Ramdas Sankaran
Deputy Chair / ECCWA President

Parsuram Sharma-Luital JP
Hon Secretary

Siddique Panwala
Hon Treasurer

Pino Migliorino
Hon President

Hina Durrani
Women’s Chair

Suzanne Graham
Regional Chair

Mohammad Al-Khafaji

Youth Chair

Mary Patetsos

Healthy Ageing Chair

Victor Marillanca JP

Disabilities’ Chair

Alphonse Mulumba
New and Emerging  
Communities’ Chair

Mr Wadim (Bill) Begorow AM MBE 

(Inaugural Chaiperson 1979–1983)

Mr W. George Wojack AO MBE
(1984–1988)

Mr Carl Harbaum MBE
(1988–1992)

Mr Victor Rebikoff OAM
(1992–1996)

Mr Randolph Alwish AM
(1996–2000)

Mr Nick Xynias AO BEM
(2000–2002)

Mr Abd-Elmasih Malak AM
(2002–2005)

Ms Voula Messimeri
(2005–2009)

Mr Pino Migliorino
(2010–2013)

Mr Joe Caputo OAM
(2014–Present)

FECCA is the national peak body representing Australians from culturally and 
linguistically diverse (CALD) backgrounds. We provide advocacy, develop 
policy and promote issues on behalf of our constituency to government and the 
broader community. FECCA supports multiculturalism, community harmony, 
social justice and the rejection of all forms of discrimination and racism.

FECCA’s membership comprises state, territory and regional multicultural and 
ethnic councils. FECCA has an elected executive committee and a professional 
national secretariat implementing policies and work programs on behalf of its 
membership and stakeholders.

For more information and to read more about FECCA’s policies and program, 
please visit our website: www.fecca.org.au. Alternatively, please contact the 
FECCA office on (02) 6282 5755, or email: admin@fecca.org.au.

FECCA NATIONAL 
EXECUTIVE MEMBERS

LIST OF FECCA CHAIRPERSONS

ABOUT FECCA
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Advertising in 
Australian Mosaic 
Magazine

Advertising in Australian Mosaic enables broad 
reach to an influential audience and the ability 
to effectively spread the message about your 
organisation’s work with CALD communities. 
Advertising costs as little as $350 + GST for 
a quarter page full colour placement or up to 
$1000 + GST for a full page colour placement.

Advertising in Australian Mosaic supports the 
work of FECCA in promoting the interests of 
CALD communities, strengthening Australian 
society as a whole.

Size Full colour advertisement

Full page (A4) $1000 +GST

Half page (A5) $650 +GST

Quarter page $350 +GST


